After 7 weeks of war, N.C. Senate still too close to call

USA Today - Online | 10/08/2014 (4 weeks, 1 day ago)

After seven weeks of fierce campaigning and millions in negative ads, the Senate race in North Carolina hasn’t budged, a USA TODAY/Suffolk University poll finds. Sen. Kay Hagan leads Republican Thom Tillis 47%-45%. After seven weeks of fierce campaigning and millions in negative...

Paleologos on the Poll: North Carolina

USA Today - Online | 10/08/2014 (4 weeks, 1 day ago)

, director of the Suffolk University Political Research Center in Boston. / Suffolk University by David Paleologos, Special to USA TODAY Filed Under ...

Carolina Journal Online: Covering news, politics, and policy in North Carolina

Carolina Journal - Online | 11/10/2014 (4 hours, 12 minutes ago)

...were eight pollsters whose estimates were far off, between 4 and 6 points: CNN, Monmouth University, Elon University, the new Republican firm Vox Populi, Suffolk University (which polls for USA Today), the Lukens Company (which polled for a pro-life group), YouGov (which polls for CBS and the New York...
Best Pollster in NC Was...
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...were eight pollsters whose estimates were far off, between 4 and 6 points: CNN, Monmouth University, Elon University, the new Republican firm Vox Populi, Suffolk University (which polls for USA Today), the Lukens Company (which polled for a pro-life group), YouGov (which polls for CBS and the New York...  

10 Election Oddities: Indictments, Ebola, and Billion-Dollar Spending

A posting from: info@wallstcheatsheet.com (Damien Hoffman) on Wall St. Cheat Sheet | 10/17/2014 (2 weeks, 5 days ago)

...reelected two years, he became the first Democrat since Franklin Delano Roosevelt to twice win a majority of the vote. But polls conducted by USA Today and Suffolk University in six key battleground states show how public opinion has changed; in five of those states, as many as one in seven people that...

Poll ax

Business North Carolina - Online | 10/15/2014 (3 weeks, 1 day ago)

...54% say President Barack Obama's foreign policy is “not tough enough.” Another mid-August poll, this one of likely North Carolina voters by Boston-based Suffolk University and USA Today, asked respondents to pick the issue most likely to sway their votes for U.S. House and Senate this year. While...

After 7 weeks of war, N.C. Senate too close to call

Statesman Journal - Online | 10/14/2014 (3 weeks, 1 day ago)

After seven weeks of fierce campaigning and millions in negative ads, the Senate race in North Carolina hasn't budged, a USA TODAY/Suffolk University poll finds. Sen. Kay Hagan leads Republican Thom Tillis 47%-45%. After seven weeks of fierce campaigning and millions in negative...

After 7 weeks of war, N.C. Senate too close to call

Poughkeepsie Journal - Online | 10/14/2014 (3 weeks, 1 day ago)

After seven weeks of fierce campaigning and millions in negative ads, the Senate race in North Carolina hasn't budged, a USA TODAY/Suffolk University poll finds. Sen. Kay Hagan leads Republican Thom Tillis 47%-45%. After seven weeks of fierce campaigning and millions in negative...

After 7 weeks of war, N.C. Senate too close to call

The Marshfield News-Herald - Online | 10/14/2014 (3 weeks, 1 day ago)

After seven weeks of fierce campaigning and millions in negative ads, the Senate race in North Carolina hasn't budged, a USA TODAY/Suffolk University poll finds. Sen. Kay Hagan leads Republican Thom Tillis 47%-45%. After seven weeks of fierce campaigning and millions in negative...

After 7 weeks of war, N.C. Senate too close to call

Reno Gazette-Journal - Online | 10/14/2014 (3 weeks, 1 day ago)

Democratic Sen. Kay Hagan is clinging to the narrowest of leads over Republican Thom Tillis, a new USA TODAY/Suffolk University poll of North Carolina finds — disappointing news for Democrats who thought she was beginning to pull away from her challenger....

After 7 weeks of war, N.C. Senate too close to call

WCSH-TV - Online | 10/14/2014 (3 weeks, 1 day ago)

After seven weeks of fierce campaigning and millions in negative ads, the Senate race in North Carolina hasn't budged, a USA TODAY/Suffolk University poll finds. Sen. Kay Hagan leads Republican Thom Tillis 47%-45%. After seven weeks of fierce campaigning and millions in negative...
After 7 weeks of war, N.C. Senate too close to call
Visalia Times-Delta - Online | 10/14/2014 (3 weeks, 1 day ago)

This story is part of Susan Page Susan Page, USA TODAY 3:41 p.m. PDT October 8, 2014 In a new USA TODAY/Suffolk University poll, North Carolina's Senate race is statistically tied. That race could be one of only a few that will determine the balance...

After 7 weeks of war, N.C. Senate too close to call
KVUE-TV - Online | 10/14/2014 (3 weeks, 1 day ago)

After seven weeks of fierce campaigning and millions in negative ads, the Senate race in North Carolina hasn't budged, a USA TODAY/Suffolk University poll finds. Sen. Kay Hagan leads Republican Thom Tillis 47%-45%. After seven weeks of fierce campaigning and millions in negative...

After 7 weeks of war, N.C. Senate too close to call
The Daily Journal - Online | 10/14/2014 (3 weeks, 1 day ago)

After seven weeks of fierce campaigning and millions in negative ads, the Senate race in North Carolina hasn't budged, a USA TODAY/Suffolk University poll finds. Sen. Kay Hagan leads Republican Thom Tillis 47%-45%. After seven weeks of fierce campaigning and millions in negative...

After 7 weeks of war, N.C. Senate too close to call
The News Leader - Online | 10/14/2014 (3 weeks, 1 day ago)

After seven weeks of fierce campaigning and millions in negative ads, the Senate race in North Carolina hasn't budged, a USA TODAY/Suffolk University poll finds. Sen. Kay Hagan leads Republican Thom Tillis 47%-45%. After seven weeks of fierce campaigning and millions in negative...

After 7 weeks of war, N.C. Senate too close to call
Cincinnati Enquirer - Online | 10/14/2014 (3 weeks, 1 day ago)

Democratic Sen. Kay Hagan is clinging to the narrowest of leads over Republican Thom Tillis, a new USA TODAY/Suffolk University poll of North Carolina finds — disappointing news for Democrats who thought she was beginning to pull away from her challenger....

After 7 weeks of war, N.C. Senate too close to call
KREM-TV - Online | 10/14/2014 (3 weeks, 1 day ago)

After seven weeks of fierce campaigning and millions in negative ads, the Senate race in North Carolina hasn't budged, a USA TODAY/Suffolk University poll finds. Sen. Kay Hagan leads Republican Thom Tillis 47%-45%. After seven weeks of fierce campaigning and millions in negative...

After 7 weeks of war, N.C. Senate too close to call
The Salinas Californian - Online | 10/14/2014 (3 weeks, 1 day ago)

After seven weeks of fierce campaigning and millions in negative ads, the Senate race in North Carolina hasn't budged, a USA TODAY/Suffolk University poll finds. Sen. Kay Hagan leads Republican Thom Tillis 47%-45%. After seven weeks of fierce campaigning and millions in negative...

After 7 weeks of war, N.C. Senate too close to call
Zanesville Times Recorder - Online | 10/14/2014 (3 weeks, 1 day ago)

After seven weeks of fierce campaigning and millions in negative ads, the Senate race in North Carolina hasn't budged, a USA TODAY/Suffolk University poll finds. Sen. Kay Hagan leads Republican Thom Tillis 47%-45%. After seven weeks of fierce campaigning and millions in negative...
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After seven weeks of fierce campaigning and millions in negative ads, the Senate race in North Carolina hasn't budged, a USA TODAY/Suffolk University poll finds. Sen. Kay Hagan leads Republican Thom Tillis 47%-45%.

Politics’ average shows Hagan leading Tillis by 1.5 percent overall and Hagan leading by as much as 3 percent to 4 percent in various polls. However, a new Suffolk University/USA Today poll shows Tillis pulling within striking distance, with Tillis listed at 45 percent and Hagan at just 45.40 percent,...
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After seven weeks of fierce campaigning and millions in negative ads, the Senate race in North Carolina hasn't budged, a USA TODAY/Suffolk University poll finds. Sen. Kay Hagan leads Republican Thom Tillis 47%-45%.

After 7 weeks of war, N.C. Senate too close to call
Chillicothe Gazette - Online | 10/14/2014 (3 weeks, 1 day ago)

After seven weeks of fierce campaigning and millions in negative ads, the Senate race in North Carolina hasn't budged, a USA TODAY/Suffolk University poll finds. Sen. Kay Hagan leads Republican Thom Tillis 47%-45%.

After 7 weeks of war, N.C. Senate too close to call
Lancaster Eagle-Gazette - Online | 10/14/2014 (3 weeks, 1 day ago)

After seven weeks of fierce campaigning and millions in negative ads, the Senate race in North Carolina hasn't budged, a USA TODAY/Suffolk University poll finds. Sen. Kay Hagan leads Republican Thom Tillis 47%-45%.

After 7 weeks of war, N.C. Senate too close to call
The Reporter - Online | 10/14/2014 (3 weeks, 1 day ago)

After seven weeks of fierce campaigning and millions in negative ads, the Senate race in North Carolina hasn't budged, a USA TODAY/Suffolk University poll finds. Sen. Kay Hagan leads Republican Thom Tillis 47%-45%.

After 7 weeks of war, N.C. Senate too close to call
News Press - Online | 10/14/2014 (3 weeks, 1 day ago)

After seven weeks of fierce campaigning and millions in negative ads, the Senate race in North Carolina hasn't budged, a USA TODAY/Suffolk University poll finds. Sen. Kay Hagan leads Republican Thom Tillis 47%-45%.

After 7 weeks of war, N.C. Senate too close to call
Argus Leader - Online | 10/14/2014 (3 weeks, 1 day ago)

Democratic Sen. Kay Hagan is clinging to the narrowest of leads over Republican Thom Tillis, a new USA TODAY/Suffolk University poll of North Carolina finds

After 7 weeks of war, N.C. Senate too close to call
Palladium-Item - Online | 10/14/2014 (3 weeks, 1 day ago)

After seven weeks of fierce campaigning and millions in negative ads, the Senate race in North Carolina hasn't budged, a USA TODAY/Suffolk University poll finds. Sen. Kay Hagan leads Republican Thom Tillis 47%-45%.

After 7 weeks of war, N.C. Senate too close to call
Asheville Citizen-Times - Online | 10/14/2014 (3 weeks, 1 day ago)

After seven weeks of fierce campaigning and millions in negative ads, the Senate race in North Carolina hasn't budged, a USA TODAY/Suffolk University poll finds. Sen. Kay Hagan leads Republican Thom Tillis 47%-45%.

After 7 weeks of war, N.C. Senate too close to call
Newark Advocate - Online | 10/14/2014 (3 weeks, 1 day ago)

After seven weeks of fierce campaigning and millions in negative ads, the Senate race in North Carolina hasn't budged, a USA TODAY/Suffolk University poll finds. Sen. Kay Hagan leads Republican Thom Tillis 47%-45%.
After seven weeks of fierce campaigning and millions in negative...

**After 7 weeks of war, N.C. Senate too close to call**

*The Lansing State Journal -- Online* | 10/14/2014 (3 weeks, 1 day ago)

This story is part of Susan Page, USA TODAY 6:41 p.m. EDT October 8, 2014 In a new USA TODAY/Suffolk University poll, North Carolina's Senate race is statistically tied. That race could be one of only a few that will determine the balance...

**After 7 weeks of war, N.C. Senate too close to call**

*NorthWest Cable News (NWCN) - Online* | 10/14/2014 (3 weeks, 1 day ago)

After seven weeks of fierce campaigning and millions in negative ads, the Senate race in North Carolina hasn't budged, a USA TODAY/Suffolk University poll finds. Sen. Kay Hagan leads Republican Thom Tillis 47%-45%. After seven weeks of fierce campaigning and millions in negative...

**After 7 weeks of war, N.C. Senate too close to call**

*The Times - Online* | 10/14/2014 (3 weeks, 1 day ago)

After seven weeks of fierce campaigning and millions in negative ads, the Senate race in North Carolina hasn't budged, a USA TODAY/Suffolk University poll finds. Sen. Kay Hagan leads Republican Thom Tillis 47%-45%. After seven weeks of fierce campaigning and millions in negative...

**After 7 weeks of war, N.C. Senate too close to call**

*Louisville Courier-Journal - Online* | 10/14/2014 (3 weeks, 1 day ago)

After seven weeks of fierce campaigning and millions in negative ads, the Senate race in North Carolina hasn't budged, a USA TODAY/Suffolk University poll finds. Sen. Kay Hagan leads Republican Thom Tillis 47%-45%. After seven weeks of fierce campaigning and millions in negative...

**After 7 weeks of war, N.C. Senate too close to call**

*Press & Sun-Bulletin - Online* | 10/14/2014 (3 weeks, 1 day ago)

After seven weeks of fierce campaigning and millions in negative ads, the Senate race in North Carolina hasn't budged, a USA TODAY/Suffolk University poll finds. Sen. Kay Hagan leads Republican Thom Tillis 47%-45%. After seven weeks of fierce campaigning and millions in negative...

**After 7 weeks of war, N.C. Senate too close to call**

*Port Huron Times Herald - Online* | 10/14/2014 (3 weeks, 1 day ago)

After seven weeks of fierce campaigning and millions in negative ads, the Senate race in North Carolina hasn't budged, a USA TODAY/Suffolk University poll finds. Sen. Kay Hagan leads Republican Thom Tillis 47%-45%. After seven weeks of fierce campaigning and millions in negative...

**After 7 weeks of war, N.C. Senate too close to call**

*Des Moines Register - Online* | 10/14/2014 (3 weeks, 1 day ago)

This story is part of Susan Page, USA TODAY 5:41 p.m. CDT October 8, 2014 In a new USA TODAY/Suffolk University poll, North Carolina’s Senate race is statistically tied. That race could be one of only a few that will determine the balance...

**After 7 weeks of war, N.C. Senate too close to call**

*KENS-TV - Online* | 10/14/2014 (3 weeks, 1 day ago)

After seven weeks of fierce campaigning and millions in negative ads, the Senate race in North Carolina hasn’t budged, a USA TODAY/Suffolk University poll finds. Sen. Kay Hagan leads Republican Thom Tillis 47%-45%. After seven weeks of fierce campaigning and millions in negative...
After 7 weeks of war, N.C. Senate too close to call
La Voz - Online | 10/14/2014 (3 weeks, 1 day ago)

After seven weeks of fierce campaigning and millions in negative ads, the Senate race in North Carolina hasn't budged, a USA TODAY/Suffolk University poll finds. Sen. Kay Hagan leads Republican Thom Tillis 47%-45%.

Poll: Kay Hagan, Thom Tillis Tied in NC Senate Race
NewsMax - Online | 10/13/2014 (3 weeks, 1 day ago)

...latest poll. Last month, the university found that Hagan held a 42 percent to 40 percent lead over Tillis. Another poll, conducted last week by Suffolk University/USA Today, showed Hagan leading Tillis by less than 2 percentage points, 46.8 percent to 45.4 percent. Tillis, 54, has served...

After 7 weeks of war, N.C. Senate too close to call
Hattiesburg American - Online | 10/13/2014 (3 weeks, 2 days ago)

This story is part of Susan Page Susan Page, USA TODAY 5:41 p.m. CDT October 8, 2014 In a new USA TODAY/Suffolk University poll, North Carolina's Senate race is statistically tied. That race could be one of only a few that will determine the balance...

Ellison's Election Tip Sheet
Washington Free Beacon | 10/10/2014 (3 weeks, 5 days ago)

...very narrow lead. USA Today reports: Democratic Sen. Kay Hagan is clinging to the narrowest of leads over Republican Thom Tillis, a new USA TODAY/Suffolk University poll of North Carolina finds — disappointing news for Democrats who thought she was beginning to pull away from her challenger....

US Senate contestants Tillis and Hagan spar over ISIS, ethics
The State - Online | 10/10/2014 (3 weeks, 5 days ago)

...would vote to "stop all wars" and "stop spending money we don't have." The debate came as a new poll appeared to show the race tightening. A USA Today/Suffolk University poll released Wednesday showed Hagan with a slim 47 percent to 45 percent edge, well within the 4.4-point margin of sampling error....

Round 3: Senate candidates spar over ISIS, ethics
Burlington Times-News - Online | 10/10/2014 (3 weeks, 5 days ago)

...would vote to “stop all wars” and “stop spending money we don’t have.” The debate came as a new poll appeared to show the race tightening. A USA Today/Suffolk University poll released Wednesday showed Hagan with a slim 47 percent to 45 percent edge, well within the 4.4-point margin of sampling error....

Dovish Fed to the rescue -- Confidence in public companies rises -- Fresh shutdown fight ahead?
Politico - Online | 10/10/2014 (3 weeks, 5 days ago)

...elections. Hagan, a Democrat, is ahead of Tillis 47-45 — her narrowest lead in weeks. Libertarian Sean Haugh received 4 percent in the survey by USA TODAY/Suffolk University, while 3 percent of those polled said they were undecided. … The survey was released the day after the second debate between the...

US Senate contestants Tillis and Hagan spar over ISIS, ethics
FindLaw: Legal News and Commentary | 10/10/2014 (3 weeks, 5 days ago)

...would vote to "stop all wars" and "stop spending money we don't have." The debate came as a new poll appeared to show the race tightening. A USA Today/Suffolk University poll released Wednesday showed Hagan with a slim 47 percent to 45 percent edge, well within the 4.4-point margin of sampling error....
The One That Got Away?
The Weekly Standard - Online | 10/10/2014 (3 weeks, 5 days ago)

...disapprove of Obamacare. Sixty-seven percent say the country is on the wrong track. Things aren't much better for Obama in another new poll from USA Today and Suffolk University, showing 53 percent of North Carolina's likely voters disapprove of the president's job performance, while 50 percent say Obamacare...

Hagan, Tillis blast each other's records in Wilmington debate
Wilmington Star-News - Online | 10/09/2014 (3 weeks, 5 days ago)

...Services Committee hearings where the threat of the group calling itself the Islamic State was discussed. The Senate race is tight, according to a Suffolk University and USA Today poll released Wednesday, with 46.8 percent of the 500 polled saying they'd vote for Hagan, 45.4 percent saying they'd...

Three contestants for NC's US Senate seat spar over ISIS, ethics
News & Observer - Online | 10/09/2014 (3 weeks, 5 days ago)

...would vote to “stop all wars” and “stop spending money we don't have.” The debate came as a new poll appeared to show the race tightening. A USA Today/Suffolk University poll released Wednesday showed Hagan with a slim 47 percent to 45 percent edge, well within the 4.4-point margin of error. Haugh...

US Senate contestants Tillis and Hagan spar over ISIS, ethics
Lake Wylie Pilot - Online | 10/09/2014 (3 weeks, 5 days ago)

...would vote to “stop all wars” and “stop spending money we don't have.” The debate came as a new poll appeared to show the race tightening. A USA Today/Suffolk University poll released Wednesday showed Hagan with a slim 47 percent to 45 percent edge, well within the 4.4-point margin of error. Haugh...

WFMY News 2 at 5:00
News 2 at 5 PM - WFMY-TV | 10/09/2014 (3 weeks, 5 days ago)

...the other candidates? take a look at the numbers we got today from our exclusive phone poll done across north carolina this past weekend. Based on the suffolk university - usa today poll... when responders were asked.... Who would you vote for tillis, hagan or haugh? The results: tillis -- 45% hagan...

The Dr. Oz Show
WVEC-TV | 10/09/2014 (3 weeks, 5 days ago)

...judge decides whether that state's ban is unconstitutional. Control of the u-s senate could come down to north carolina. Right now -- a new usa today/suffolk university poll shows how close the race is in the tar heel state. 47 percent of voters support democratic senator kay hagan. 45 percent...

What's the Matter with North Carolina?
Washington Free Beacon | 10/09/2014 (3 weeks, 5 days ago)

...retaking the Senate. They just might have to do it without winning North Carolina, which had seemed like one the most obvious pickup targets. A USA Today/Suffolk University poll published Wednesday shows incumbent Kay Hagan (D., N.C.) with a slight lead—47 percent to 45 percent—over Republican challenger...

Voters tune in, turn off Dems
FOXNews.com | 10/09/2014 (3 weeks, 6 days ago)

...agreement on what kind of debate they will do together. As a result, no debate currently exists." TIGHTENING IN THE TAR HEEL STATE The latest USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll puts the North Carolina Senate contest in a statistical tie. According to the survey, Sen. Kay Hagan, D-N.C., leads Republican...

Justices uphold North Carolina's voting restrictions
Des Moines Register - Online | 10/09/2014 (3 weeks, 6 days ago)

...be influential in next month's election. Democratic Sen. Kay Hagan has a slim, 2-point lead over Republican challenger Thom Tillis, according to a new Suffolk University/USATODAY Poll of likely voters. Their race could determine control of the Senate. Just last week, the justices sided with Ohio...

Justices uphold North Carolina's voting restrictions

The Reporter - Online | 10/09/2014 (3 weeks, 6 days ago)

...be influential in next month's election. Democratic Sen. Kay Hagan has a slim, 2-point lead over Republican challenger Thom Tillis, according to a new Suffolk University/USATODAY Poll of likely voters. Their race could determine control of the Senate. Just last week, the justices sided with Ohio...

Justices uphold North Carolina's voting restrictions

Port Huron Times Herald - Online | 10/09/2014 (3 weeks, 6 days ago)

...be influential in next month's election. Democratic Sen. Kay Hagan has a slim, 2-point lead over Republican challenger Thom Tillis, according to a new Suffolk University/USATODAY Poll of likely voters. Their race could determine control of the Senate. Just last week, the justices sided with Ohio...

Justices uphold North Carolina's voting restrictions

KXTV-TV - Online | 10/09/2014 (3 weeks, 6 days ago)

...be influential in next month's election. Democratic Sen. Kay Hagan has a slim, 2-point lead over Republican challenger Thom Tillis, according to a new Suffolk University/USATODAY Poll of likely voters. Their race could determine control of the Senate. Just last week, the justices sided with Ohio...

Justices uphold North Carolina's voting restrictions

Tallahassee Democrat -- Online | 10/09/2014 (3 weeks, 6 days ago)

...be influential in next month's election. Democratic Sen. Kay Hagan has a slim, 2-point lead over Republican challenger Thom Tillis, according to a new Suffolk University/USATODAY Poll of likely voters. Their race could determine control of the Senate. Just last week, the justices sided with Ohio...

Justices uphold North Carolina's voting restrictions

Press & Sun-Bulletin - Online | 10/09/2014 (3 weeks, 6 days ago)

...be influential in next month's election. Democratic Sen. Kay Hagan has a slim, 2-point lead over Republican challenger Thom Tillis, according to a new Suffolk University/USATODAY Poll of likely voters. Their race could determine control of the Senate. Just last week, the justices sided with Ohio...

Justices uphold North Carolina's voting restrictions

WXIA-TV - Online | 10/09/2014 (3 weeks, 6 days ago)

...be influential in next month's election. Democratic Sen. Kay Hagan has a slim, 2-point lead over Republican challenger Thom Tillis, according to a new Suffolk University/USATODAY Poll of likely voters. Their race could determine control of the Senate. Just last week, the justices sided with Ohio...

Justices uphold North Carolina's voting restrictions

News-Herald - Online | 10/09/2014 (3 weeks, 6 days ago)

...be influential in next month's election. Democratic Sen. Kay Hagan has a slim, 2-point lead over Republican challenger Thom Tillis, according to a new Suffolk University/USATODAY Poll of likely voters. Their race could determine control of the Senate. Just last week, the justices sided with Ohio...

Justices uphold North Carolina's voting restrictions

Alexandria Daily Town Talk - Online | 10/09/2014 (3 weeks, 6 days ago)
be influential in next month's election. Democratic Sen. Kay Hagan has a slim, 2-point lead over Republican challenger Thom Tillis, according to a new Suffolk University/USATODAY Poll of likely voters. Their race could determine control of the Senate. Just last week, the justices sided with Ohio...

Justices uphold North Carolina's voting restrictions
Jackson Sun - Online | 10/09/2014 (3 weeks, 6 days ago)

...be influential in next month's election. Democratic Sen. Kay Hagan has a slim, 2-point lead over Republican challenger Thom Tillis, according to a new Suffolk University/USATODAY Poll of likely voters. Their race could determine control of the Senate. Just last week, the justices sided with Ohio...

Justices uphold North Carolina's voting restrictions
Poughkeepsie Journal - Online | 10/09/2014 (3 weeks, 6 days ago)

...be influential in next month's election. Democratic Sen. Kay Hagan has a slim, 2-point lead over Republican challenger Thom Tillis, according to a new Suffolk University/USATODAY Poll of likely voters. Their race could determine control of the Senate. Just last week, the justices sided with Ohio...

Justices uphold North Carolina's voting restrictions
Statesman Journal - Online | 10/09/2014 (3 weeks, 6 days ago)

...be influential in next month's election. Democratic Sen. Kay Hagan has a slim, 2-point lead over Republican challenger Thom Tillis, according to a new Suffolk University/USATODAY Poll of likely voters. Their race could determine control of the Senate. Just last week, the justices sided with Ohio...

Justices uphold North Carolina's voting restrictions
The Daily Times - Online | 10/09/2014 (3 weeks, 6 days ago)

...be influential in next month's election. Democratic Sen. Kay Hagan has a slim, 2-point lead over Republican challenger Thom Tillis, according to a new Suffolk University/USATODAY Poll of likely voters. Their race could determine control of the Senate. Just last week, the justices sided with Ohio...

Justices uphold North Carolina's voting restrictions
Wausau Daily Herald - Online | 10/09/2014 (3 weeks, 6 days ago)

...be influential in next month's election. Democratic Sen. Kay Hagan has a slim, 2-point lead over Republican challenger Thom Tillis, according to a new Suffolk University/USATODAY Poll of likely voters. Their race could determine control of the Senate. Just last week, the justices sided with Ohio...

Justices uphold North Carolina's voting restrictions
WLBZ-TV - Online | 10/09/2014 (3 weeks, 6 days ago)

...be influential in next month's election. Democratic Sen. Kay Hagan has a slim, 2-point lead over Republican challenger Thom Tillis, according to a new Suffolk University/USATODAY Poll of likely voters. Their race could determine control of the Senate. Just last week, the justices sided with Ohio...

Justices uphold North Carolina's voting restrictions
WTSP-TV - Online | 10/09/2014 (3 weeks, 6 days ago)

...be influential in next month's election. Democratic Sen. Kay Hagan has a slim, 2-point lead over Republican challenger Thom Tillis, according to a new Suffolk University/USATODAY Poll of likely voters. Their race could determine control of the Senate. Just last week, the justices sided with Ohio...

Justices uphold North Carolina's voting restrictions
Chillicothe Gazette - Online | 10/09/2014 (3 weeks, 6 days ago)

...be influential in next month's election. Democratic Sen. Kay Hagan has a slim, 2-point lead over Republican challenger Thom Tillis, according to a new Suffolk University/USATODAY Poll of likely voters. Their race could determine control of the Senate. Just last week, the justices sided with Ohio...
Justices uphold North Carolina’s voting restrictions

Livingston County Daily Press and Argus - Online | 10/09/2014 (3 weeks, 6 days ago)

...be influential in next month's election. Democratic Sen. Kay Hagan has a slim, 2-point lead over Republican challenger Thom Tillis, according to a new Suffolk University/USATODAY Poll of likely voters. Their race could determine control of the Senate. Just last week, the justices sided with Ohio...

Wisconsin Rapids Daily Tribune - Online | 10/09/2014 (3 weeks, 6 days ago)

...be influential in next month's election. Democratic Sen. Kay Hagan has a slim, 2-point lead over Republican challenger Thom Tillis, according to a new Suffolk University/USATODAY Poll of likely voters. Their race could determine control of the Senate. Just last week, the justices sided with Ohio...

KREMTV - Online | 10/09/2014 (3 weeks, 6 days ago)

...be influential in next month's election. Democratic Sen. Kay Hagan has a slim, 2-point lead over Republican challenger Thom Tillis, according to a new Suffolk University/USATODAY Poll of likely voters. Their race could determine control of the Senate. Just last week, the justices sided with Ohio...

WKYC-TV - Online | 10/09/2014 (3 weeks, 6 days ago)

...be influential in next month's election. Democratic Sen. Kay Hagan has a slim, 2-point lead over Republican challenger Thom Tillis, according to a new Suffolk University/USATODAY Poll of likely voters. Their race could determine control of the Senate. Just last week, the justices sided with Ohio...

Detroit Free Press - Online | 10/09/2014 (3 weeks, 6 days ago)

...be influential in next month's election. Democratic Sen. Kay Hagan has a slim, 2-point lead over Republican challenger Thom Tillis, according to a new Suffolk University/USATODAY Poll of likely voters. Their race could determine control of the Senate. Just last week, the justices sided with Ohio...

WUSA-TV - Online | 10/09/2014 (3 weeks, 6 days ago)

...be influential in next month's election. Democratic Sen. Kay Hagan has a slim, 2-point lead over Republican challenger Thom Tillis, according to a new Suffolk University/USATODAY Poll of likely voters. Their race could determine control of the Senate. Just last week, the justices sided with Ohio...

KOU-TV - Online | 10/09/2014 (3 weeks, 6 days ago)

...be influential in next month's election. Democratic Sen. Kay Hagan has a slim, 2-point lead over Republican challenger Thom Tillis, according to a new Suffolk University/USATODAY Poll of likely voters. Their race could determine control of the Senate. Just last week, the justices sided with Ohio...

Good Morning Show

Good Morning Show - WFMY-TV | 10/09/2014 (3 weeks, 6 days ago)

...commissioner roger goodell says the education process will expand a include all nfl personnel. ## onto politics this morning.. An exclusive usa today Suffolk University poll of north carolina voters shows: the race between senator kay hagan and state house speaker tom tillis is too close to call.....
Justices uphold North Carolina's voting restrictions

Marion Star - Online | 10/09/2014 (3 weeks, 6 days ago)

...be influential in next month's election. Democratic Sen. Kay Hagan has a slim, 2-point lead over Republican challenger Thom Tillis, according to a new Suffolk University/USATODAY Poll of likely voters. Their race could determine control of the Senate. Just last week, the justices sided with Ohio...

Justices uphold North Carolina's voting restrictions

Star Press - Online | 10/09/2014 (3 weeks, 6 days ago)

...be influential in next month's election. Democratic Sen. Kay Hagan has a slim, 2-point lead over Republican challenger Thom Tillis, according to a new Suffolk University/USATODAY Poll of likely voters. Their race could determine control of the Senate. Just last week, the justices sided with Ohio...

Justices uphold North Carolina's voting restrictions

The Times - Online | 10/09/2014 (3 weeks, 6 days ago)

...be influential in next month's election. Democratic Sen. Kay Hagan has a slim, 2-point lead over Republican challenger Thom Tillis, according to a new Suffolk University/USATODAY Poll of likely voters. Their race could determine control of the Senate. Just last week, the justices sided with Ohio...

Justices uphold North Carolina's voting restrictions

Great Falls Tribune - Online | 10/09/2014 (3 weeks, 6 days ago)

...be influential in next month's election. Democratic Sen. Kay Hagan has a slim, 2-point lead over Republican challenger Thom Tillis, according to a new Suffolk University/USATODAY Poll of likely voters. Their race could determine control of the Senate. Just last week, the justices sided with Ohio...

Justices uphold North Carolina's voting restrictions

Herald Times Reporter - Online | 10/09/2014 (3 weeks, 6 days ago)

...be influential in next month's election. Democratic Sen. Kay Hagan has a slim, 2-point lead over Republican challenger Thom Tillis, according to a new Suffolk University/USATODAY Poll of likely voters. Their race could determine control of the Senate. Just last week, the justices sided with Ohio...

Justices uphold North Carolina's voting restrictions

Green Bay Press-Gazette - Online | 10/09/2014 (3 weeks, 6 days ago)

...be influential in next month's election. Democratic Sen. Kay Hagan has a slim, 2-point lead over Republican challenger Thom Tillis, according to a new Suffolk University/USATODAY Poll of likely voters. Their race could determine control of the Senate. Just last week, the justices sided with Ohio...

Justices uphold North Carolina's voting restrictions

KENS-TV - Online | 10/09/2014 (3 weeks, 6 days ago)

...be influential in next month's election. Democratic Sen. Kay Hagan has a slim, 2-point lead over Republican challenger Thom Tillis, according to a new Suffolk University/USATODAY Poll of likely voters. Their race could determine control of the Senate. Just last week, the justices sided with Ohio...

Justices uphold North Carolina's voting restrictions

The Daily Record - Online | 10/09/2014 (3 weeks, 6 days ago)

...be influential in next month's election. Democratic Sen. Kay Hagan has a slim, 2-point lead over Republican challenger Thom Tillis, according to a new Suffolk University/USATODAY Poll of likely voters. Their race could determine control of the Senate. Just last week, the justices sided with Ohio...
NorthWest Cable News (NWCN) - Online | 10/09/2014 (3 weeks, 6 days ago)

...be influential in next month’s election. Democratic Sen. Kay Hagan has a slim, 2-point lead over Republican challenger Thom Tillis, according to a new Suffolk University/USATODAY Poll of likely voters. Their race could determine control of the Senate. Just last week, the justices sided with Ohio...

Justices uphold North Carolina’s voting restrictions

Post-Crescent - Online | 10/09/2014 (3 weeks, 6 days ago)

Justices uphold North Carolina’s voting restrictions

WMAZ-TV - Online | 10/09/2014 (3 weeks, 6 days ago)

Justices uphold North Carolina’s voting restrictions

The News Leader - Online | 10/09/2014 (3 weeks, 6 days ago)

Justices uphold North Carolina’s voting restrictions

Lancaster Eagle-Gazette - Online | 10/09/2014 (3 weeks, 6 days ago)

Justices uphold North Carolina’s voting restrictions

The Marshfield News-Herald - Online | 10/09/2014 (3 weeks, 6 days ago)

Justices uphold North Carolina’s voting restrictions

Iowa City Press-Citizen - Online | 10/09/2014 (3 weeks, 6 days ago)

Justices uphold North Carolina’s voting restrictions

News Press - Online | 10/09/2014 (3 weeks, 6 days ago)

Justices uphold North Carolina’s voting restrictions

WZZM-TV - Online | 10/09/2014 (3 weeks, 6 days ago)
...be influential in next month's election. Democratic Sen. Kay Hagan has a slim, 2-point lead over Republican challenger Thom Tillis, according to a new Suffolk University/USATODAY Poll of likely voters. Their race could determine control of the Senate. Just last week, the justices sided with Ohio...

**Justices uphold North Carolina's voting restrictions**

*WFAA-TV - Online* | 10/09/2014 (3 weeks, 6 days ago)

...be influential in next month's election. Democratic Sen. Kay Hagan has a slim, 2-point lead over Republican challenger Thom Tillis, according to a new Suffolk University/USATODAY Poll of likely voters. Their race could determine control of the Senate. Just last week, the justices sided with Ohio...

**Justices uphold North Carolina's voting restrictions**

*Courier-Post - Online* | 10/09/2014 (3 weeks, 6 days ago)

...be influential in next month's election. Democratic Sen. Kay Hagan has a slim, 2-point lead over Republican challenger Thom Tillis, according to a new Suffolk University/USATODAY Poll of likely voters. Their race could determine control of the Senate. Just last week, the justices sided with Ohio...

**Justices uphold North Carolina's voting restrictions**

*The News-Star - Online* | 10/09/2014 (3 weeks, 6 days ago)

...be influential in next month's election. Democratic Sen. Kay Hagan has a slim, 2-point lead over Republican challenger Thom Tillis, according to a new Suffolk University/USATODAY Poll of likely voters. Their race could determine control of the Senate. Just last week, the justices sided with Ohio...

**Justices uphold North Carolina's voting restrictions**

*The Fort Collins Coloradoan - Online* | 10/09/2014 (3 weeks, 6 days ago)

...be influential in next month's election. Democratic Sen. Kay Hagan has a slim, 2-point lead over Republican challenger Thom Tillis, according to a new Suffolk University/USATODAY Poll of likely voters. Their race could determine control of the Senate. Just last week, the justices sided with Ohio...

**Justices uphold North Carolina's voting restrictions**

*La Voz - Online* | 10/09/2014 (3 weeks, 6 days ago)

...be influential in next month's election. Democratic Sen. Kay Hagan has a slim, 2-point lead over Republican challenger Thom Tillis, according to a new Suffolk University/USATODAY Poll of likely voters. Their race could determine control of the Senate. Just last week, the justices sided with Ohio...

**Justices OK North Carolina voting rule**

*The Baxter Bulletin - Online* | 10/09/2014 (3 weeks, 6 days ago)

...be influential in next month's election. Democratic Sen. Kay Hagan has a slim, 2-point lead over Republican challenger Thom Tillis, according to a new Suffolk University/USATODAY Poll of likely voters. Their race could determine control of the Senate. Just last week, the justices sided with Ohio...

**Justices OK North Carolina voting rule 1 hour ago**

*Daily Advertiser - Online* | 10/09/2014 (3 weeks, 6 days ago)

...be influential in next month's election. Democratic Sen. Kay Hagan has a slim, 2-point lead over Republican challenger Thom Tillis, according to a new Suffolk University/USATODAY Poll of likely voters. Their race could determine control of the Senate. Just last week, the justices sided with Ohio...

**Tillis Closing The Gap in North Carolina, Moves Above 50% of White Vote Despite Continued Stupidity**

*VDARE* | 10/09/2014 (3 weeks, 6 days ago)
Democrat, is ahead of Tillis 47 percent to 45 percent — her narrowest lead in weeks. Libertarian Sean Haugh received 4 percent in the survey by USA TODAY/Suffolk University, while 3 percent of those polled said they were undecided. [Poll: Kay Hagan, Thom Tillis race still tight, by Tarini Parti,...

**Justices OK North Carolina voting rule 1 hour ago**
*The Salinas Californian - Online* | 10/09/2014 (3 weeks, 6 days ago)

...be influential in next month's election. Democratic Sen. Kay Hagan has a slim, 2-point lead over Republican challenger Thom Tillis, according to a new Suffolk University/USATODAY Poll of likely voters. Their race could determine control of the Senate. Just last week, the justices sided with Ohio...

**Justices OK North Carolina voting rule 23 minutes ago**
*News Journal - Online* | 10/09/2014 (3 weeks, 6 days ago)

...be influential in next month's election. Democratic Sen. Kay Hagan has a slim, 2-point lead over Republican challenger Thom Tillis, according to a new Suffolk University/USATODAY Poll of likely voters. Their race could determine control of the Senate. Just last week, the justices sided with Ohio...

**Justices OK North Carolina voting rule 19 minutes ago**
*The Journal & Courier - Online* | 10/09/2014 (3 weeks, 6 days ago)

...be influential in next month's election. Democratic Sen. Kay Hagan has a slim, 2-point lead over Republican challenger Thom Tillis, according to a new Suffolk University/USATODAY Poll of likely voters. Their race could determine control of the Senate. Just last week, the justices sided with Ohio...

**After 7 weeks of war, N.C. Senate too close to call**
*The Leaf-Chronicle - Online* | 10/09/2014 (3 weeks, 6 days ago)

After seven weeks of fierce campaigning and millions in negative ads, the Senate race in North Carolina hasn't budged, a USA TODAY/Suffolk University poll finds. Sen. Kay Hagan leads Republican Thom Tillis 47%-45%. After seven weeks of fierce campaigning and millions in negative...

**Polling politics**
*The Chronicle - Online* | 10/09/2014 (3 weeks, 6 days ago)

...incumbent Kay Hagan and Republican challenger Thom Tillis, current Speaker of the N.C. House, are locked in a tight race. According to a USA Today and Suffolk University poll released Wednesday, Hagan leads Tillis 46.8 percent to 45.4 percent—less than two percentage points. The results in North...

**After 7 weeks of war, N.C. Senate too close to call**
*Post-Crescent - Online* | 10/09/2014 (3 weeks, 6 days ago)

After seven weeks of fierce campaigning and millions in negative ads, the Senate race in North Carolina hasn't budged, a USA TODAY/Suffolk University poll finds. Sen. Kay Hagan leads Republican Thom Tillis 47%-45%. After seven weeks of fierce campaigning and millions in negative...

**Poll: N.C. race may decide who controls Senate**
*Des Moines Register - Online* | 10/09/2014 (3 weeks, 6 days ago)

In a new USA TODAY/Suffolk University poll, North Carolina's Senate race is statistically tied. That race could be one of only a few that will determine the balance...

**Hagan, Tillis blast each other's records in Wilmington debate**
*Wilmington Star-News* | 10/09/2014 (3 weeks, 6 days ago)

During a Thursday debate at WECT studios in Wilmington, Republican challenger Thom Tillis attacked incumbent Democratic U.S. Sen. Kay Hagan for not showing...
Poll: N.C. race may decide who controls Senate
WGRZ-TV - Online | 10/08/2014 (3 weeks, 6 days ago)

In a new USA TODAY/Suffolk University poll, North Carolina's Senate race is statistically tied. That race could be one of only a few that will determine the balance...

After 7 weeks of war, N.C. Senate too close to call
WZZM-TV - Online | 10/08/2014 (3 weeks, 6 days ago)

After seven weeks of fierce campaigning and millions in negative ads, the Senate race in North Carolina hasn't budged, a USA TODAY/Suffolk University poll finds. Sen. Kay Hagan leads Republican Thom Tillis 47%-45%.

Poll: N.C. race may decide who controls Senate
WZZM-TV - Online | 10/08/2014 (3 weeks, 6 days ago)

In a new USA TODAY/Suffolk University poll, North Carolina's Senate race is statistically tied. That race could be one of only a few that will determine the balance...

After 7 weeks of war, N.C. Senate too close to call
Pensacola News Journal - Online | 10/08/2014 (3 weeks, 6 days ago)

This story is part of Susan Page Susan Page, USA TODAY 5:41 p.m. CDT October 8, 2014 In a new USA TODAY/Suffolk University poll, North Carolina's Senate race is statistically tied. That race could be one of only a few that will determine the balance...

After 7 weeks of war, N.C. Senate too close to call
Clarion-Ledger - Online | 10/08/2014 (3 weeks, 6 days ago)

After seven weeks of fierce campaigning and millions in negative ads, the Senate race in North Carolina hasn't budged, a USA TODAY/Suffolk University poll finds. Sen. Kay Hagan leads Republican Thom Tillis 47%-45%.

Justices uphold North Carolina's voting restrictions
Clarion-Ledger - Online | 10/08/2014 (3 weeks, 6 days ago)

...be influential in next month's election. Democratic Sen. Kay Hagan has a slim, 2-point lead over Republican challenger Thom Tillis, according to a new Suffolk University/USATODAY Poll of likely voters. Their race could determine control of the Senate. Just last week, the justices sided with Ohio...

After 7 weeks of war, N.C. Senate too close to call
KUSA-TV - Online | 10/08/2014 (3 weeks, 6 days ago)

Democratic Sen. Kay Hagan is clinging to the narrowest of leads over Republican Thom Tillis, a new USA TODAY/Suffolk University poll of North Carolina finds — disappointing news for Democrats who thought she was beginning to pull away from her challenger....

Justices uphold North Carolina's voting restrictions
WCNC-TV - Online | 10/08/2014 (3 weeks, 6 days ago)

...be influential in next month's election. Democratic Sen. Kay Hagan has a slim, 2-point lead over Republican challenger Thom Tillis, according to a new Suffolk University/USATODAY Poll of likely voters. Their race could determine control of the Senate. Just last week, the justices sided with Ohio...

TWC News All Night
Time Warner Cable News North Carolina - Triangle | 10/08/2014 (3 weeks, 6 days ago)
...the race of north carolina's u-s senate seat, senator kay hagan is holding a two point lead over republican thom tillis. That's according to a poll from suffolk university in boston and usa suffolk university in boston and usa today. In the poll, hagan leads tillis 47-% to 45- percent...

**Poll: N.C. race may decide who controls Senate**

*WMAZ-TV - Online* | 10/08/2014 (3 weeks, 6 days ago)

In a new USA TODAY/Suffolk University poll, North Carolina's Senate race is statistically tied. That race could be one of only a few that will determine the balance...

**Paleologos on the Poll: North Carolina**

*The Daily Record - Online* | 10/08/2014 (3 weeks, 6 days ago)

...appears the president can't help Hagan by virtue of his presence or policies, but don't count out the first lady. David Paleologos is director of the Suffolk University Political Research Center in Boston.

**Politicking politics Editorial Board**

*The Chronicle - Online* | 10/08/2014 (3 weeks, 6 days ago)

...incumbent Kay Hagan and Republican challenger Thom Tillis, current Speaker of the N.C. House, are locked in a tight race. According to a USA Today and Suffolk University poll released Wednesday, Hagan leads Tillis 46.8 percent to 45.4 percent—less than two percentage points. The results in North...

**Poll: N.C. race may decide who controls Senate**

*Poughkeepsie Journal - Online* | 10/08/2014 (3 weeks, 6 days ago)

In a new USA TODAY/Suffolk University poll, North Carolina's Senate race is statistically tied. That race could be one of only a few that will determine the balance...

**Poll: N.C. race may decide who controls Senate**

*Asheville Citizen-Times - Online* | 10/08/2014 (3 weeks, 6 days ago)

In a new USA TODAY/Suffolk University poll, North Carolina's Senate race is statistically tied. That race could be one of only a few that will determine the balance...

**After 7 weeks of war, N.C. Senate too close to call**

*Observer & Eccentric Newspapers - Online* | 10/08/2014 (3 weeks, 6 days ago)

Democratic Sen. Kay Hagan is clinging to the narrowest of leads over Republican Thom Tillis, a new USA TODAY/Suffolk University poll of North Carolina finds — disappointing news for Democrats who thought she was beginning to pull away from her challenger....

**Poll: N.C. race may decide who controls Senate**

*WJXX-TV - Online* | 10/08/2014 (3 weeks, 6 days ago)

In a new USA TODAY/Suffolk University poll, North Carolina's Senate race is statistically tied. That race could be one of only a few that will determine the balance...

**After 7 weeks of war, N.C. Senate too close to call**

*Fremont News Messenger - Online* | 10/08/2014 (3 weeks, 6 days ago)

After seven weeks of fierce campaigning and millions in negative ads, the Senate race in North Carolina hasn't budged, a USA TODAY/Suffolk University poll finds. Sen. Kay Hagan leads Republican Thom Tillis 47%-45%. After seven weeks of fierce campaigning and millions in negative...

**After 7 weeks of war, N.C. Senate too close to call**
After seven weeks of fierce campaigning and millions in negative ads, the Senate race in North Carolina hasn't budged, a USA TODAY/Suffolk University poll finds. Sen. Kay Hagan leads Republican Thom Tillis 47%-45%.

**Poll: N.C. race may decide who controls Senate**
*FSView & Florida Flambeau - Online* | 10/08/2014 (3 weeks, 6 days ago)

In a new USA TODAY/Suffolk University poll, North Carolina's Senate race is statistically tied. That race could be one of only a few that will determine the balance...

**After 7 weeks of war, N.C. Senate too close to call**
*WXIA-TV - Online* | 10/08/2014 (3 weeks, 6 days ago)

After seven weeks of fierce campaigning and millions in negative ads, the Senate race in North Carolina hasn't budged, a USA TODAY/Suffolk University poll finds. Sen. Kay Hagan leads Republican Thom Tillis 47%-45%.

**Paleologos on the Poll: North Carolina**
*The Times - Online* | 10/08/2014 (3 weeks, 6 days ago)

...appears the president can't help Hagan by virtue of his presence or policies, but don't count out the first lady. David Paleologos is director of the Suffolk University Political Research Center in Boston.

**After 7 weeks of war, N.C. Senate still too close to call**
*Axline Daily Town Talk - Online* | 10/08/2014 (3 weeks, 6 days ago)

...appears the president can't help Hagan by virtue of his presence or policies, but don't count out the first lady. David Paleologos is director of the Suffolk University Political Research Center in Boston.

**N.C. voter rules held valid by high court**
*TribLIVE* | 10/08/2014 (3 weeks, 6 days ago)

...be influential in next month's election. Democratic Sen. Kay Hagan has a slim, 2-point lead over Republican challenger Thom Tillis, according to a new Suffolk University/USA Today Poll of likely voters. Their race could determine control of the Senate. Just last week, the justices sided with Ohio...
After 7 weeks of war, N.C. Senate still too close to call
Tallahassee Democrat -- Online | 10/08/2014 (3 weeks, 6 days ago)

This story is part of Susan Page Susan Page, USA TODAY 3 p.m. EDT October 8, 2014 In a new USA TODAY/Suffolk University poll, North Carolina's Senate race is statistically tied. That race could be one of only a few that will determine the balance...

After 7 weeks of war, N.C. Senate still too close to call
WMAZ-TV - Online | 10/08/2014 (3 weeks, 6 days ago)

This story is part of Susan Page Susan Page, USA TODAY 3 p.m. EDT October 8, 2014 In a new USA TODAY/Suffolk University poll, North Carolina's Senate race is statistically tied. That race could be one of only a few that will determine the balance...

Poll: Kay Hagan, Thom Tillis race still tight
Free News Pos | 10/08/2014 (3 weeks, 6 days ago)

...elections. Hagan, a Democrat, is ahead of Tillis 47-45 — her narrowest lead in weeks. Libertarian Sean Haugh received 4 percent in the survey by USA TODAY/Suffolk University, while 3 percent of those polled said they were undecided. Continue Reading The poll of 500 likely voters was conducted Oct....

Poll: N.C. race may decide who controls Senate
KSDK-TV - Online | 10/08/2014 (3 weeks, 6 days ago)

In a new USA TODAY/Suffolk University poll, North Carolina's Senate race is statistically tied. That race could be one of only a few that will determine the balance...

WYFF News 4 @ 6pm
News 4 at 6 PM - WYFF-TV | 10/08/2014 (3 weeks, 6 days ago)

...meetings with defense secretary chuck hagel. Right now... The polls show senator kay hagan is leading the north carolina u-s senate race. According to the suffolk university/us today poll... Hagan has a 2 point lead over her republican challenger thom tillis. She's ahead 47 percent... To tillis' 45...

After 7 weeks of war, N.C. Senate still too close to call
Green Bay Press-Gazette - Online | 10/08/2014 (3 weeks, 6 days ago)

After seven weeks of fierce campaigning and millions in negative ads, the Senate race in North Carolina hasn't budged, a USA TODAY/Suffolk University poll finds. Sen. Kay Hagan leads Republican Thom Tillis 47%-45%. After seven weeks of fierce campaigning and millions in negative...

After 7 weeks of war, N.C. Senate still too close to call
Iowa City Press-Citizen - Online | 10/08/2014 (3 weeks, 6 days ago)

This story is part of Susan Page Susan Page, USA TODAY 2 p.m. CDT October 8, 2014 In a new USA TODAY/Suffolk University poll, North Carolina's Senate race is statistically tied. That race could be one of only a few that will determine the balance...

After 7 weeks of war, N.C. Senate still too close to call
Montgomery Advertiser - Online | 10/08/2014 (3 weeks, 6 days ago)

After seven weeks of fierce campaigning and millions in negative ads, the Senate race in North Carolina hasn't budged, a USA TODAY/Suffolk University poll finds. Sen. Kay Hagan leads Republican Thom Tillis 47%-45%. After seven weeks of fierce campaigning and millions in negative...

After 7 weeks of war, N.C. Senate still too close to call
This story is part of Susan Page Susan Page, USA TODAY 2 p.m. CDT October 8, 2014 In a new USA TODAY/Suffolk University poll, North Carolina’s Senate race is statistically tied. That race could be one of only a few that will determine the balance...

After 7 weeks of war, N.C. Senate still too close to call
Sheboygan Press - Online | 10/08/2014 (3 weeks, 6 days ago)

This story is part of Susan Page Susan Page, USA TODAY 2 p.m. CDT October 8, 2014 In a new USA TODAY/Suffolk University poll, North Carolina’s Senate race is statistically tied. That race could be one of only a few that will determine the balance...

Paleologos on the Poll: North Carolina
The News-Star - Online | 10/08/2014 (3 weeks, 6 days ago)

...appears the president can't help Hagan by virtue of his presence or policies, but don't count out the first lady. David Paleologos is director of the Suffolk University Political Research Center in Boston.

After 7 weeks of war, N.C. Senate still too close to call
The News-Star - Online | 10/08/2014 (3 weeks, 6 days ago)

After seven weeks of fierce campaigning and millions in negative ads, the Senate race in North Carolina hasn't budged, a USA TODAY/Suffolk University poll finds. Sen. Kay Hagan leads Republican Thom Tillis 47%-45%. After seven weeks of fierce campaigning and millions in negative...

Poll: N.C. race may decide who controls Senate
USA Today - Online | 10/08/2014 (3 weeks, 6 days ago)

Video Keywords Suffolk University tar heel state Republican challenger USA today North Carolina Iowa Colorado
In a new USA TODAY/Suffolk University poll,....

Midterms 2014 Polling: Hagan Maintains 2 Percent Lead Over Tillis In New NC Senate Poll
International Business Times | 10/08/2014 (3 weeks, 6 days ago)

...Democrat, is polling two percentage points ahead of her challenger, Republican North Carolina General Assembly Speaker Thom Tillis, according to a new Suffolk University/USA TODAY survey released Wednesday. The two-point lead is the same as her edge in a similar poll taken in August, and some Democrats...

Poll: Kay Hagan, Thom Tillis race still tight
Politico - Online | 10/08/2014 (3 weeks, 6 days ago)

...Democrat, is ahead of Tillis 47 percent to 45 percent — her narrowest lead in weeks. Libertarian Sean Haugh received 4 percent in the survey by USA TODAY/Suffolk University, while 3 percent of those polled said they were undecided. The poll of 500 likely voters was conducted Oct. 4-7; it has a margin...

Paleologos on the Poll: North Carolina
Mansfield News-Journal - Online | 10/08/2014 (3 weeks, 6 days ago)

...appears the president can't help Hagan by virtue of his presence or policies, but don't count out the first lady. David Paleologos is director of the Suffolk University Political Research Center in Boston.

Poll: N.C. race may decide who controls Senate
KARE-TV - Online | 10/08/2014 (3 weeks, 6 days ago)

In a new USA TODAY/Suffolk University poll, North Carolina’s Senate race is statistically tied. That race could be
In a new USA TODAY/Suffolk University poll, North Carolina’s Senate race is statistically tied. That race could be one of only a few that will determine the balance...

Poll: N.C. race may decide who controls Senate
WKYC-TV - Online | 10/08/2014 (3 weeks, 6 days ago)

...appears the president can't help Hagan by virtue of his presence or policies, but don't count out the first lady. David Paleologos is director of the Suffolk University Political Research Center in Boston.

Poll: N.C. race may decide who controls Senate
KXTV-TV - Online | 10/08/2014 (3 weeks, 6 days ago)

After seven weeks of fierce campaigning and millions in negative ads, the Senate race in North Carolina hasn't budged, a USA TODAY/Suffolk University poll finds. Sen. Kay Hagan leads Republican Thom Tillis 47%-45%

USA Today political pro's take on NC Senate race
WCNC-TV - Online | 10/08/2014 (3 weeks, 6 days ago)

...points separate Sen. Kay Hagan (D-N.C.) from GOP challenger Thom Tillis, according to a new poll released Wednesday. The survey from USA Today and Suffolk University shows the race is deadlocked with a month to go. Hagan leads Tillis, the speaker of the state House, 46.8 percent to 45.4 percent...

Poll shows NC Senate race tightening
The Hill - Online | 10/08/2014 (3 weeks, 6 days ago)

After seven weeks of fierce campaign and millions in negative ads, the Senate race in North Carolina hasn't budged, a USA TODAY/Suffolk University poll finds. Sen. Kay Hagan leads Republican Thom Tillis 47%-45%.
After seven weeks of fierce campaigning and millions in negative ads, the Senate race in North Carolina hasn't budged, a USA TODAY/Suffolk University poll finds. Sen. Kay Hagan leads Republican Thom Tillis 47%-45%.

After 7 weeks of fierce campaigning and millions in negative ads, the Senate race in North Carolina hasn't budged, a USA TODAY/Suffolk University poll finds. Sen. Kay Hagan leads Republican Thom Tillis 47%-45%.

After seven weeks of fierce campaigning and millions in negative ads, the Senate race in North Carolina hasn't budged, a USA TODAY/Suffolk University poll finds. Sen. Kay Hagan leads Republican Thom Tillis 47%-45%.

Poll shows NC Senate race tightening The Hill

...points separate Sen. Kay Hagan (D-N.C.) from GOP challenger Thom Tillis, according to a new poll released Wednesday. The survey from USA Today and Suffolk University shows the race deadlocked with a month to go. Hagan leads Tillis, the Speaker of the state House, 46.8 percent to 45.4 percent...

Midterms 2014 Polling: Hagan Maintains 2 Percent Lead Over Tillis In New NC Senate Poll

...Democrat, is polling two percentage points ahead of her challenger, Republican North Carolina General Assembly Speaker Thom Tillis, according to a new Suffolk University/USA TODAY survey released Wednesday. The two-point lead is the same as her edge in a similar poll taken in August, and some Democrats...

Paleologos on the Poll: North Carolina

Poll Shows Democrat Hagan Leading by 2 Points in North Carolina Race for U.S. Senate Targeted News Service

Suffolk University issued the following news release: Incumbent Democratic U.S. Sen. Kay Hagan retains the 2 point lead over Republican challenger...